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Reauthorizing the ESA
Holiday Inn Denver, Downtown

What has worked well, what has been criticized about the ESA, and what are the legislative options for change? How have regulatory changes affected implementation of the ESA without legislative changes?

Presenter:
• Mark Squillace, Director, Natural Resources Law Center

Mark Squillace is the Director of the Natural Resources Law Center at the University of Colorado School of Law. Before coming to Colorado, Professor Squillace taught at the University of Toledo College of Law where he was the Charles Fornoff Professor of Law and Values. Prior to Toledo, Professor Squillace taught at the University of Wyoming College of Law where he served a three-year term as the Winston S. Howard Professor of Law. He is a former Fulbright scholar, and the author or co-author of numerous articles and books on natural resources and environmental law. In 2000, Professor Squillace took a leave from law teaching to serve as Special Assistant to the Solicitor at the U.S. Department of the Interior. In that capacity he worked directly with the Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt, on a variety of legal and policy issues.
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